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Learning Outcomes

Determine practical approaches to addressing the technical 
change needed to build a collaborative culture

When and What

Identify ways to address the more challenging adaptive changes 
within the people in the school

Why and How

3 Big Ideas
Focus on Learning

Build a Collaborative 
Culture

Focus on Results



Technical changes

Time for collaboration

Schedule

Embedded PD

Schedule

Collaborative Time has to be:

1. Built in to the school day not outside of teacher contract
2. In addition not instead of teacher plan time
3. Prioritized by school leadership

Embedded PD

This is where teams can 
accomplish larger tasks

1. Teams can use these days to 
get ahead in their work

2. Great for building units, 
assessments, pacing guides, 
etc.



Technical changes

Tools to guide collaboration

Questions 1-4

Agendas

If collaborative time is not meaningful, 
the best teachers will lose faith first Four Critical 

Questions
The work of collaborative teams



Agendas

Agendas are how teams intentionally plan and hold themselves 
accountable for their progress

Turn and Talk

● Are the teams in 
your school focused 
on the right things?

● How do you know?

TURN AND

TALK

Now that we’ve covered the easy part...

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cg30wRqxHjB822NMWzRXOSR3Sbk23Ua3VywIszxkQ5Q/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cg30wRqxHjB822NMWzRXOSR3Sbk23Ua3VywIszxkQ5Q/edit


Adaptive Change

When technical change is not enough

The art of influencing the beliefs and behaviors of people

Four Pillars that Support a PLC

1. Mission
2. Vision
3. Collective Commitments
4. Goals



Why do people resist and what can we do? Competing Commitments

“psychological forces 
undermining an individual’s 
efforts to achieve an objective”
Kegan, R., Lahey, L. 
Immunity to Change



Turn and Talk

● Are there 
commitments 
getting in the way 
of establishing a 
culture of 
collaboration?

● Do you know what 
they are?

TURN AND

TALK

How do we battle against these 
invisible competing commitments?

We intentionally define and practice new habits 



“How we must behave, today and every 
day, in order to begin to achieve the 
compelling future we are trying to reach” 
Becky DuFour

Collective Commitments How to Practice the Right Behaviors

1. Understand Competing Commitments
2. Develop consensus around Collective Commitments to 

practice what you want to become
3. Be diligent
4. Celebrate change
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